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Abstract

We present a novel approach for estimating lighting

sources from a single image of a scene that is illuminated by

near point light sources, directional light sources and ambi-

ent light. We propose to employ a pair of reference spheres

as light probes and introduce the difference sphere that we

acquire by differencing the intensities of two image regions

of the reference spheres. Since the effect by directional light

sources and ambient light is eliminated by differencing, the

key advantage of considering the difference sphere is that

it enables us to estimate near point light sources including

their radiance, which has been difficult to achieve in previ-

ous efforts where only distant directional light sources were

assumed. We also show that analysis of gray level contours

on spherical surfaces facilitates separate identification of

multiple combined light sources and is well suited to the dif-

ference sphere. Once we estimate point light sources with

the difference sphere, we update the input image by elim-

inating their influence and then estimate other remaining

light sources, that is, directional light sources and ambient

light. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the entire algo-

rithm with experimental results.

1. Introduction

Acquiring the knowledge of light sources is crucial in

computer vision as well as in computer graphics especially

with the recent advent of image based rendering techniques.

Once the parameters of light sources are obtained, the illu-

mination information can be effectively utilized for manipu-

lating shadows, highlights, or shading on real/virtual object

in images. In this paper, we consider the problem of esti-

mating several co-existing light sources from a single image

using a pair of spheres whose surface has Lambertian prop-

erty. In particular, we deal with near point light sources, be-

sides directional light source and ambient light, so that the

reality of manipulated images should be increased.

The problem of estimating illuminant directions arises

in the context of shape from shading [1] and early work fo-

cused on recovering a single distant light source assuming

Lambertian surface and uniform albedo of target object. See
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[2, 3] for a few example. Since, there have been success-

ful attempts to recover a more general illumination descrip-

tion [4]. Marschner and Greenberg [5] propose a method for

estimating directions and radiant intensities of a few light

sources in a scene by a least-squares method for surface in-

tensity functions. In [6], Yang and Yuille also solve for a

small number of light sources by exploiting the constraints

by occluding boundary. As an extension, Zhang and Yang

[7] introduce a technique for estimating directions and ra-

diant intensities of multiple light sources. While they ana-

lyze a single image of a reference sphere with known shape

and Lambertian reflectance model, Zhou and Kambhamettu

[8] extract these properties using stereo images of a refer-

ence sphere with specular reflection. They estimate the di-

rections by the positions of highlights and radiant intensities

from shading. Also, Maki [9] utilizes multiple images of an

object that is in motion for estimating the illuminant direc-

tion by observing the brightness variance derived on the ob-

ject surface. However, none of these approaches have made

account for near point light sources that have varying effect

depending on the distance. Thus, regarding indoor scenes,

further accurate characterization of lighting is desired.

Recently, Debevec [10] uses a specular sphere as a light

probe for measuring the incident illumination. Despite the

accuracy of the estimated irradiance, such a sphere might

have strong inter-reflections with other objects especially if

they are close, which brings into question its validity in es-

timating near light sources. Also, Sato et al. [11] explic-

itly measure the 3D lighting distribution using stereo omni-

directional images that are captured with a fish-eye lens, and

judge the positions of light sources by matching the high-

lights in the images. While this complete system is capable

of representing the effects of point light sources, the irradi-

ance is computed by interpolation on the bases of those ac-

curate ones at cameras’ projection centers and it is still dif-

ficult to achieve estimation of light sources that are in prox-

imal scene. To our knowledge the most closely related work

to our proposition in this respect is that by Powell et al. [12].

They present a technique for calibrating the light source ge-

ometry by matching highlights on three spheres. With this

geometric matching method, it is possible to estimate the

position of a light source although the radiant intensity of

the light sources is not available.

In this paper we propose a novel method for estimating

parameters of light sources, i.e., ambient light, directional

light sources, and in particular near point light sources in-
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Figure 1. Coordinate systems.

cluding their radiant intensity. We employ a pair of refer-

ence spheres as a light probe and analyze gray level con-

tours on the spherical surfaces so that 3D geometric and

photometric properties of light sources can be character-

ized. Our key idea then is introducing the notion of differ-

ence sphere that we acquire by differencing two image re-

gions of the reference spheres. We show that separate iden-

tification of multiple combined light sources is facilitated

through the analysis of gray level contours on the difference

sphere.

The sequel of the paper is composed as following. In

Section 2 we define the lighting and reflectance model.

While introducing the notion of difference sphere in Section

3, we discuss the characteristics of it in Section 4. Section 5

provides the description of our algorithm of light source es-

timation followed by the experimental results in Section 6.

Finally the paper is summarized in Section 7.

2. Model Definitions

Assumptions For our light source estimation we employ

a pair of spheres with known size, which we call refer-

ence spheres, and assume Lambertian BRDFs. We place the

spheres in a way that they do not occlude or cast shadows

to each other. We also assume that the camera for captur-

ing images and the reference spheres are accurately cali-

brated. We then deal with measured image irradiance which

we in this paper refer to as image intensity1. We consider

the mutual reflection between the spheres as minor and ig-

norable.

Coordinate systems As illustrated in Figure 1 we consider

the scene coordinate system (X,Y,Z) and the sphere coordi-

nate system (x, y, z). Given a reference sphere, A, we align

each axis of the sphere coordinate system, xA, yA, and zA,

parallel to X, Y , and Z axis of the scene coordinate sys-

tem, respectively. We also utilize surface coordinate system

(θ, φ) in order to specify angular positions of spherical sur-

face points.

Lighting environment As already mentioned, we deal with

three types of light sources, i.e., near point light source, dis-

tant directional light source, and ambient light. In the fol-

1 In other words, we assume that the transformation function from the
reflected intensity to the pixel gray value is spatially uniform and lin-
ear with zero bias so that the scale factor is equal to 1.
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lowing descriptions we denote the reflectance coefficient of

the reference sphere as η.

– Near point light source: As shown in Figure 2(a), at point

X, let αp(X, P) be an angle between the surface normal

and the line from the light source. The reflected intensity,

Ip(X; P), is then given by

Ip(X; P) = ηLp max[cosαp(X, P), 0]/(D(X, P))2, (1)

where Lp denotes radiant intensity of the point light source,

P the position of it, and D(X, P) the distance between the

light source and X .

– Directional light source: As shown in Figure 2(b), let

αd(X) be an angle between the surface normal at point X

and the direction of the light source. With the radiant inten-

sity of the directional light source, Ld, the reflected inten-

sity, Id(X), is given by

Id(X) = ηLd max[cosαd(X), 0]. (2)

– Ambient light: It provides constant light for a scene. We

consider it as bias in this paper. If the scene were illumi-

nated by ambient light La alone, the reflected intensity Ia of

the reference sphere would simply be

Ia = ηLa. (3)

Reflected Intensity Under the above described light

sources the reflected intensity in the scene coordinate sys-

tem can be modeled in general as

I(X) =

s
∑

i=1

I[i]
p (X; P[i]) +

t
∑

j=1

I
[ j]

d
(X) + Ia, (4)

where s and t are (unknown) numbers of point light sources

and directional light sources, respectively, i and j are in-

dices of them, and P[i] is the 3D position of the i-th point

light source in the scene coordinate system.

3. Difference Sphere

In order to facilitate separate identification of multiple

combined light sources, in this section, we introduce the no-

tion of difference sphere which we acquire by differencing

two image regions of reference spheres.

Reflected intensity of single sphere Let us first consider a

reference sphere with shading in the scene as single sphere2,



A, and formulate the reflected intensity on the surface of the

sphere in the sphere coordinate system.

Let xA represent a point on the surface of single sphere

A, and FA(xA) the 3D position of xA in the scene coordinate

system. Representing the reflected intensity, I(X), in equa-

tion (4) by IA(xA), and thus replacing X with F (xA), the

constituents of it according to equations (1)-(3) are given

by

I[i]
p = ηAL[i]

p max[cosα[i]
p (FA(xA), P[i]), 0]

/(D(FA(xA), P[i]))2, (5)

I
[ j]

d
= ηAL

[ j]

d
max[cosα

[ j]

d
(FA(xA)), 0], (6)

Ia = ηALa, (7)

where ηA is the diffuse coefficient, L
[i]
p and L

[ j]

d
denote the

radiant intensity of the i-th point light source and the j-th

directional light source, respectively. Note that both cosαp

and cosαd accompany an index of light source accordingly.

Reflected intensity of difference sphere We virtually gen-

erate a difference sphere, “A − B”, from a pair of reference

spheres, A and B, that has the following properties.

– Geometry: The location and the radius of the difference

sphere is inherited from those of single sphere A.

– Photometry: Let IA(θ, φ) and IB(θ, φ) denote the reflected

intensities of single spheres, A and B, respectively. The re-

flected intensity of difference sphere, A − B, is 3

IA−B(θ, φ) = IA(θ, φ) − IB(θ, φ). (8)

From equations (4) - (7) and (8) the reflected intensity,

IA−B(xA−B), at point xA−B on the surface of difference sphere

A − B is defined as follows:

IA−B(xA−B) = IA(xA) − IB(xB)

=

s
∑

i=1

I[i]
p (FA(xA); P[i]) −

s
∑

i=1

I[i]
p (FB(xB); P[i]) (9)

where surface coordinates of xA−B, xA, and xB on their cor-

responding spheres are all equivalent. Equation (9) is due

to the fact that the differencing operation in equation (8)

eliminates lighting effects caused by all the directional light

sources and ambient light. That is, the illumination on a dif-

ference sphere is caused only by point light sources.

Further, since the differencing operation generally gives

rise to negative intensities as well as positive ones, we could

interpret the surface intensities of a difference sphere as if

they were independently generated by positive and negative

point light sources. Thus, a difference sphere is virtually il-

luminated by positive and negative point light sources, each

of which introduces positive and negative intensities.

Figure 3 illustrates a difference sphere that is generated

by a pair of single spheres, and show the positive and the

negative intensities. In the subsequent analysis of surface

2 We use the term, single sphere, interchangeably with reference sphere

to explicitly distinguish it from difference sphere.

3 Note that in the shading analysis that is described later, IA−B(θ, φ)
becomes undefined for those (θ, φ) where the corresponding surface
points on single spheres A or B cannot be observed by a camera.
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Figure 3. Single spheres and difference sphere.

The gray-level of (b) shows the intensity of

the difference sphere; the bright/dark area re-

flects positive/negative values. The intensities

are emphasized for display reason.

intensities for estimating point light sources, negative inten-

sities can be treated just equally as positive intensities with-

out a loss of generality. Moreover, it turns out that we only

need to analyze either positive intensities or negative ones

for estimating the point light sources since the influence of

the light sources basically appear in both of them. However,

note that the acquired lighting parameters in case of analyz-

ing negative intensities should be interpreted in the coordi-

nate system whose origin is at the center of single sphere

B, instead of sphere A. Although it does not really matter

which one to choose in the example of Figure 3, it is in gen-

eral sensible to choose the intensities that represent larger

amount of radiant energy.

4. Characteristics of Single and Difference

Spheres

Let us investigate the characteristics of the sphere sur-

face while separating it into three categories4 depending

on the types of illuminating light sources (see Fig-

ure 4). They are,

S-surface: The surface illuminated by a single light source

(and the ambient light). In particular, we call S-surface that

is illuminated by a single point light source Sp-surface and

that by a single directional light source Sd-surface.

M-surface: The surface illuminated by multiple point

and/or directional light sources.

A-surface: The surface illuminated by ambient light alone.

Now, we put our focus on the characteristics of S-surface

in order to estimate parameters of light sources. We will see

that the S-surface has such features as described below.

Feature 1: A set of points on S-surface with identical inten-

sities form an arc on a plane in 3D scene. We call the plane

feature plane.

Feature 2: The surface normal of the feature plane denotes

the direction of the point/directional light source which il-

luminates the S-surface.

Feature 3: An intensity ratio of a group of feature planes in

4 Completely dark surface due to shadow is set aside.
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an identical S-surface characterizes the radiant intensity of

the light source.

In the remainder of the section, we explain the above fea-

tures in detail. Preceded by the analyses in the cases of a sin-

gle point light source and a single directional light source

which show the mechanisms of our light source estimation,

we derive how the difference sphere simplifies the proce-

dure of light source estimation. Note that we additionally

define the following notations.

O = (OX ,OY ,OZ): The center of a reference sphere.

P = (PX , PY , PZ): The light source position.

l = (lX , lY , lZ): The direction of the light source.

R: The radius of a reference sphere.

4.1. Characteristics of Sp-surface

The bold line in Figure 5 illustrates a set of surface points

whose intensities are equal to I(x). As is obvious from the

figure, such points form an arc on the feature plane (Fea-

ture 1). In Figure 5, we can easily prove that the surface

normal of the feature plane coincides with the direction of

the point light source. Then, the feature plane is defined by

lX(X − (OX − lXR cos βp(x, l)))

+ lY (Y − (OY − lYR cos βp(x, l)))

+ lZ(Z − (OZ − lZR cos βp(x, l))) = 0, (10)

where (lX , lY , lZ) = (OX−PX ,OY −PY ,OZ−PZ), and βp(x, l)

denotes the angle between l and the line connecting O and

x (Feature 2). Note that equation (10) tells that all feature

planes that is defined in an Sp-surface are parallel to each

Directional light source

αd(x)

βd(x)

RO

Feature plane

x

Figure 6. Relationship between a single direc-

tional light source and a reference sphere.

other. Furthermore, a group of feature planes with differ-

ent intensities characterizes the radiance of the point light

source illuminating the Sp-surface. Since the intensity of the

group of feature planes varies according to βp(x, l), we de-

scribe the intensity with βp(x, l) instead of αp(F (x), P).

The reflected intensity, I(x), at x on a feature plane is

I(x) = ηLp cosαp(F (x), P)/(D(F (x), P))2 + ηLa, (11)

where cosαp(F (x), P) and D(F (x), P) can be formulated

as

cosαp(F (x), P) =
DP

2 − R2 − (D(F (x), P))2

2RD(F (x), P)
, (12)

D(F (x), P) =

√

DP
2 + R2 − 2RDP cos βp(x, l).

(13)

Notice DP denotes the distance between O and P. By sub-

stituting the above equations into equation (11), we have

I(x) = ηLp

DP cos βp(x, l) − R

(DP
2 + R2 − 2RDP cos βp(x, l))

3
2

+ ηLa. (14)

Equation (14) indicates that the reflected intensity depends

on unknown Lp, La, and DP. However, the ambient light

term can be eliminated by subtracting the intensities at

points on any two feature planes. Besides, the lighting ef-

fect of the point light source due to Lp can also be canceled

by selecting yet another point on any other feature plane and

computing the intensity ratio,

I(x1) − I(x2)

I(x1) − I(x3)
=

I′(x1) − I′(x2)

I′(x1) − I′(x3)
(15)

where

I′(x) =
DP cos βp(x, l) − R

(DP
2 + R2 − 2RDP cos βp(x, l))

3
2

.

Solving equation (15), we can theoretically obtain DP,

and thereby Lp and La from equation (14) (Feature 3). Nev-

ertheless, the solution to DP is not indeed straightforward,

which indicates the difficulty in estimating the point light

sources solely by a single sphere.

4.2. Characteristics of Sd-surface

In Figure 6 we can prove Feature 1 and Feature 2 of Sd-

surface in the same way as in the case with Sp-surface. The



feature plane can be described as

lX(X − (OX − lXR cos βd(x)))

+ lY (Y − (OY − lYR cos βd(x)))

+ lZ(Z − (OZ − lZR cos βd(x))) = 0,

(Feature2).

The reflected intensity, I(x), at x on an Sd-surface is then

I(x) = ηLd cosαd(x) + ηLa. (16)

We rewrite this equation with βd(x) to

I(x) = ηLd cos βd(x) + ηLa, (17)

where βd(x) = αd(x). Selecting points on any three inde-

pendent feature planes, we have the intensity ratio

I(x1) − I(x2)

I(x1) − I(x3)
=

I′(x1) − I′(x2)

I′(x1) − I′(x3)
(18)

where I′(x) = cos βd(x).

To summarize the analysis on S-surface, if the intensity

ratio is given by equation (18), we can deduce that the S-

surface is an Sd-surface and thus can obtain Ld and La from

equation (17). Otherwise the S-surface is an Sp-surface, and

we need to go through equations (15) and then (14) in order

to obtain the lighting parameters, which is a hard problem

as we just saw in the previous section.

4.3. Characteristics of Difference Sphere

S-surface of a difference sphere has similar characteris-

tics as does Sp-surface of a single sphere, except that the fac-

tor of ambient light is precluded. That is, intensity I(x) at x

on a difference sphere is

I(x) = ηL∗p cosαp(F (x), P)/(D(F (x), P))2, (19)

where L∗p denotes the radiant intensity of a positive or neg-

ative point light source. Thus the intensity ratio is given by

I(x1)

I(x2)
=

I′(x1)

I′(x2)
(20)

where

I′(x) =
DP cos βp(x, l) − R

(DP
2 + R2 − 2RDP cos βp(x, l))

3
2

.

Solving equation (20) analogously, we can obtain Dp,

and then L∗p from equation (19). It can be seen that a more

practical solution is allowed in the case with difference

sphere and it is much simpler than the case of solving equa-

tion (15) with single sphere.

5. Algorithm of Light Source Estimation

Based on the above discussions we propose a twofold al-

gorithm for light source estimation as following:

step 0 Capture an image.

step 1 Generate an image of a difference sphere

step 1-1 Estimate parameters of point light sources

step 2 Update the input image by eliminating the lighting ef-

fects that is due to the estimated point light sources.

step 2-1 Estimate parameters of directional light sources

and ambient light.

In each sub-step (1-1, 2-1), we estimate the parameters of

light sources by an iterative operation. That is, we eliminate

the effects of light source candidates one after another from

the input image, and verify them by analyzing the residual

in the image (Figure 7). The procedure is:

i. Convert each image region of the sphere to contour

representation (see Section 5.1).

ii. Estimate parameters of light source candidates (see

Section 5.2).

1◦ Divide the contour lines into contour segments

2◦ Extract candidates of S-surfaces.

3◦ Analyze each candidate of S-surface and estimate

a corresponding light source candidate.

iii. Verify each of the light source candidates (see Section

5.3).

1◦ Generate an image by eliminating the effect of a

light source candidate from the input image.

2◦ Analyze the residual intensity.

– If the surface has a uniform value, we regard

the light source candidates that have been

employed for the generation of the input im-

age as correct and terminate the procedure.

– If there exists a surface with negative val-

ues (negative surface), the light source can-

didate is judged to be incorrect.

– Otherwise, update the input image to the im-

age that is generated by iii–1◦ and go to i.

We now describe the details of the processes in sub-steps i

to iii.

5.1. Region Representation with Contour Lines

The contour representation can be described as a ge-

ographic map where the intensity levels of pixels are re-

garded as height at corresponding locations [13]. After ob-

taining the contour representation, we use it for extracting

S-surfaces in the input image. Since the contour representa-

tion reflects geometric characteristics of shading of objects

while being robust against local noise, we consider that it is

more suitable for extraction and analysis of S-surfaces than

an ordinary image representation by an array of pixel val-

ues.

5.2. Estimation of Light Source Candidates’ Pa-

rameters

As the surface of a sphere is illuminated by multiple light

sources, the contour naturally consists of multiple segments,

rather than looking like a simple arc. Thus, we first divide

every single contour line into contour segments in such a

way that each segment represents an arc. The contour seg-

mentation is an important process because it is the very clue
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with physical meanings for extracting an S-surface as a unit

which we analyze for estimating the corresponding lighting

source. By adapting the feature of contour segment repre-

sentation of S-surface, we rewrite Feature 1 to Feature 1’.

Namely,

Feature 1’: A contour segment on an S-surface forms an arc

on a plane in 3D scene. We call the plane feature plane.

We then estimate the light source parameters as following:

1◦ We divide the contour lines into contour segments

based on Feature 1’.

2◦ By grouping the contour segments which indicate fea-

ture planes whose surface normals are in identical di-

rections, we extract S-surface(s).

3◦ We estimate the parameters of the light sources accord-

ing to Feature 2 while calculating the intensity ratio to

determine the radiant intensity by Feature 3.

5.3. Verification of Estimated Light Source Candi-

dates

We verify the estimated light source candidates by ana-

lyzing images that are generated by eliminating their pos-

sible effects from the input image. That is, if the residual

has negative values5, we can determine that the estimation

is not correct.

Suppose a reference sphere that is illuminated by

three directional light sources (Figure 7). While there are

four candidates of S-surface in the input image, correct

5 In step 1, the residual should be zero. In step 2, the residual can also
take a uniform value, which is regarded as the effect of ambient light.

S-surfaces are C2 and C4, and the others are M-surfaces. Al-

though it is not possible to identify S-surfaces among the

candidates only by the iso-intensity contours, we can iden-

tify an M-surface by analyzing the residual that is gen-

erated by eliminating the effects of the light source can-

didates. That is, we can identify that C3 is an M-surface

since the negative surface appears in the third figure from

the left in the first verification, which is generated by elim-

inating the effect of the light source candidate from C3.

Continuing the procedure iteratively with the updated im-

ages, we find that three paths give the correct estimations.

As these paths allow estimations of identical parame-

ters of the same light sources, the lighting environment is

correctly estimated.

For general lighting setting, as long as at least one correct

S-surface exists, we can estimate the corresponding light

source and continue the procedure by eliminating its effect

from the input image accordingly.

6. Experimental Results

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm with

a CG image and a real image. The CG image is rendered

with OpenGL while Gaussian noise with a variance of 6.55

is added to it.

6.1. Results: CG Image

Figure 8 exemplifies some results including the contour

analysis on difference sphere. The input spheres are set to

be illuminated by a point light source, two directional light

sources, and ambient light. Each figure shows:

(a) Input image.

(b) Difference sphere generated from (a).

(c) Grouped contour segments and contour lines

of the region that has positive values.

(d) Grouped contour segments and contour lines

of the region that has negative values.

(e) Intermediate image – generated by eliminat-

ing the lighting effect by the estimated point

light source from the input image.

(f) Grouped contour segments and contour lines

of (e).

(g) Result of elimination of lighting effects.

The intermediate image (e) shows the situation where the

lighting effect by the point light source is eliminated and the

remaining effect by directional light sources and ambient

light is present. We then consider the image as a new input

and estimate the parameters of light sources with the refer-

ence spheres which we regard as two reference spheres. (f)

shows that each single sphere reflects one directional light

source, respectively, whereas (g) is a result of eliminating

the effect by the light sources.

Table 1 shows the estimated parameters as the result.

LS1 is best estimated whereas the accuracy tends to rela-

tively decline as the estimation proceeds due to accumula-

tion of errors. However, it can be seen that the overall per-

formance is quite reasonable as the first trial of estimating

both the positions and the intensities of light sources.



parameter true estimated

LS1 type point point
intensity 127.5 120.4
position (0.0,−2.0,−1.0) (−0.006,−1.99,−1.01)

LS2 type directional directional
intensity 76.5 77.67
direction (45.9, 14.0) (47.2, 14.6)

LS3 type directional directional
intensity 76.5 93.77
direction (73.3, 0.0) (70.6,−8.9)

Amb. intensity 76.0 68.16

Table 1. Estimated parameters of lighting en-

vironment in CG image. The estimation is for

light source 1-3 and ambient light source (LS1-

LS3 and Amb.). The direction of directional light

source is represented in (θ, φ).

6.2. Results: Real Image

Figure 9 shows results of lighting environment estima-

tion for a real scene. Figure 9(a) shows an input image of a

real scene which includes a point light source and two di-

rectional light sources, one roughly from the upper-right of

the viewing direction and the other from the opposite side.

Two reference spheres are placed on mounts whereas the

point light source is located in between them and hidden by

the frontal sphere. Images in Figure 9(b), (c), and (d) are

generated by illuminating a CG teapot by each of the esti-

mated light source, respectively, whereas (e) is with all the

three light sources. Figure 9(f) shows a synthesized image

by adding the virtual object and the shadows in (e) into the

real scene. The point light source is now visible since the

spheres have been removed while two little real dolls are

placed for comparison. As the point light source is not com-

pletely isotropic and illuminates only the upper hemisphere

from a certain height, it may appear odd that the floor re-

mains dark. Apart from that it illustrates that a CG object is

added naturally with the real lighting environment.

Furthermore, Figure 9(g) shows virtual spheres in the es-

timated lighting environment, and (h) shows the difference

between (a) and (g). It illustrates that in the estimated light-

ing environment the virtual spheres are illuminated almost

equivalently as in the input lighting environment. The er-

rors that appear around the larger sphere due to calibration

errors.

Finally, we show the estimated light source positions and

the intensities of the real scene (Table 2) under the follow-

ing scene coordinate system:

Origin: center of the bottom of the virtual teapot,

X–axis: towards the right of the horizontal direction of

the image,

Y–axis: along the depth direction of the plane,

Z–axis: orthogonal to the XY-plane.

7. Discussions

We have presented a novel technique for lighting envi-

ronment estimation which allows us to estimate parameters

of point light sources as well as directional light sources and

ambient light. We employ a contour representation of an

(a) Input image

(b) Difference sphere

(c) Grouped contour (d) Grouped contour

segments and contour lines segments and contour lines

of the positive light source the negative light source

(e) Intermediate image

(f) Grouped contour segments

and contour lines

(g) Result of elimination of lighting effects

Figure 8. The procedures of light source esti-

mation.

image for analyzing shading of a pair of reference spheres

and characterize 3D geometric and photometric properties

of the light source. In particular we have proposed the differ-

ence sphere which enables us to estimate parameters of the

point light sources by eliminating the lighting effects of am-

bient light and directional light sources. In order to show the

theoretical availability, we have demonstrated the effective-

ness by applying our method to CG images generated with

a point light source, two directional light sources, and am-

bient light.

As a future work, first we would like to examine our

method in a further complex lighting environment since the

current algorithm has naturally limitations even though we

have described our algorithm as a general framework. For

instance, notwithstanding the verification of S-surfaces, it

will be difficult to deal with the cases with a very large

number of light sources which make the identification of

S-surface(s) complicated. In order to properly handle the

situation, however, it should be useful to consider critical

points for region segmentation, as discussed in [14]. An-



parameter estimated

LS1 type point
intensity 143.0
position (1.16,−25.9, 2.35)

LS2 type directional
intensity 143.3
direction (61.31, 122.40)

LS3 type directional
intensity 103.0
direction (65.80,−54.47)

Table 2. Estimated parameters of lighting en-

vironment in real scene. The estimation is for

light source 1-3 (LS1-LS3). The direction of di-

rectional light source is represented in (θ, φ).

other aspect that we wish to investigate is the availabil-

ity of Lambertian reflectance model for estimation of com-

plex lighting environment. Since the Lambertian reflectance

model performs low-pass filtering of the lighting environ-

ment [15, 16, 17], the problem may be ill-posed or numer-

ically ill-conditioned. For the problem to be alleviated, we

need to consider the configuration of reference spheres for

effectively generating the difference sphere although our

algorithm should work once the S-surfaces are identified,

even if the lighting environment is rather complex. Also,

the other direction of extensions will be to model other light

sources that have size and range, for estimating natural illu-

mination.
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